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Abstract
Twenty four dairy farms were selected to determine the prevalence of subclinical mastitis in lactating
cows of Thoothukudi district. Milk samples from all the four quarters were collected separately and were
subjected to physical examination and subsequently screened for Sub-Clinical Mastitis using California
Mastitis Test. The prevalence was more in crossbred cows than the nondescript. The incidence of SCM
was highly prevalent in the hind quarters (63%) of the lactating cows udder than the fore quarters (31%).
The SCM prevalence was higher in the cows maintained under intensive management system than semiintensive management system. The overall prevalence of SCM was recorded 33.33%, 73.53% and
85.71% in non-descript, Jersey CB and HF CB cows respectively. During the early, mid and late stages
of lactation, the prevalence of SCM was 56.82%, 60.00% and 56.28% respectively in the lactating cows.
It was noticed during the study that the farmers are not well aware of SCM and their impact on milk
production and udder health. Hence, imparting proper knowledge about the adoption of strict hygiene
will reduce the prevalence of SCM which in turn increases the production and profit of the farmers.
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Introduction
Mastitis affected dairy cattle causes a great economic losses from reduction on milk
production, treatment costs, milk withheld following treatment and occasionally death.
Subclinical mastitis (SCM) is the one where no changes in the milk are perceptible might
reduce milk production, increase the somatic cell count, which requires specific detection
methods such as the California Mastitis Test [1]. The diagnosis of SCM is more problematic
since the milk appears normal but usually has an elevated somatic cell count. It is important by
the way it reduces the milk yield, usually precedes the clinical form, persist for long time,
difficult to detect and it adversely affects milk quality [2]. The milk yield of the cows affected
with SCM will have reduction in both quantity and quality [3]. Average decrease in milk yield
due to clinical and subclinical mastitis was estimated to be 50% and 17.5%, respectively. The
present study was undertaken with the aim to detect the prevalence of SCM in lactating cows
in dairy farms in Thoothukudi district.
Materials and Method
Twenty four dairy farms were selected to determine the prevalence of SCM in lactating cows
in Tuticorin district. The samples were collected from the animals in various stages of
lactation. Before collection of milk the teat and tips were washed with clean water, antisepsis
was done with a swab soaked with 70% alcohol and then milk sample were collected
aseptically from the udder at the time morning milking. Immediately after collection, milk
samples were subjected to physical examination with naked eyes to detect any abnormalities in
color, consistency and presence of any other clot, blood, flakes and other visible abnormalities.
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Questionnaire-based data collection and processing
Data from each animal and herd were collected using a questionnaire. Parameters studied were
age, breed, number of parity, lactation stage and per day milk production. Age, parity, lactation
stage were obtained from farm records. The statistical analysis of collected data was performed
by using SPSS version 11.5.
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early stage in both the local (53.3%) and cross breed (39.53%)
cows in comparison to mid and late stages of lactations. There
results contradicts the earlier finding of [16], who reported
highest prevalence of SCM during the third month of
lactation. However, these results agree with [17] who reported
lower prevalence of SCM in stages of lactation above five
months. The reason correlates to enlarged status of udder
which is particularly prone to infection.

Subclinical Mastitis by California Mastitis Test (CMT)
For detection of subclinical mastitis the procedure was
followed in this study were as per manufacturer’s instruction
(DE LAVEL, Ltd). The California Mastitis Test (CMT) is a
rapid, accurate, animal side test to help determine somatic cell
counts (SCC). A squirt of milk, about 3 ml from each half was
placed in each of 2 shallow cups in the CMT paddle. An 3ml
equal amount of the commercial CMT reagent was added to
each cup. A gentle circular motion was applied to the
mixtures in a horizontal plane for 10-15 seconds. Based on
the thickness of the gel formed by CMT reagent-milk mixture,
test results were scored as 0 (negative/trace), +1 (weak
positive), +2 (distinct positive), +3 (strong positive) and +4
(very strong positive) [4]. Positive CMT-cows were defined as
having at least one CMT-positive quarter.

Relation between positive CMT and degree of quarter
attack
Results of positive CMT realized on quarters showed that 232
out of 400 (58.0%) quarters were reached with variable
degree of attack with subclinical mastitis. It was found that 33
out of the totally 400 quarters (8.25%) showed degree (++++),
47 ones (11.75%) showed degree (+++), 54 ones (13.5%)
showed degree (++), 98 ones (24.5%) showed degree (+) and
the rest (42.0%) showed degree (-). The results were in
accordance with same research findings (18). Subclinical
mastitis was more common in hind quarters than in front
quarters [19].

Results and Discussions
The samples collected from organized farm were examined by
CMT reagent and showed overall prevalence of SCM as 58%.
Findings of the present study are in concurrence with earlier
findings in Bangladesh [5] and India [6] respectively.
Breed related prevalence
The Holstein Friesian crossbred showed 85.71% positive
reaction whereas Jersey crossbred and nondescript showed
73.53% and 15.79%, respectively. The results were in
concurrence with other findings [7-10]. This is primarily due to
less genetic resistance to infection and inadaptability to local
weather conditions [11]. However, more studies are needed to
shed more light on this differential udder infection rates
between local and cross breeds.

Conclusion
The obtained prevalence may be attributed to a group of
shared factors of breeding and environmental condition. On
the other hand, good management practices minimize the
occurrence of the disease. It was concluded the CMT could be
used to monitor udder health and mastitis control programs. It
is particularly important that milkers be aware of any standard
procedures for identifying cows to sample as well as
appropriate sampling procedures. In a spite of a large research
efforts aimed to gain epidemiological knowledge and to
develop a new control tools for mastitis, the clinical
occurrence of this disease remains a substantial problem for
dairy producers.

Age wise prevalence
The prevalence of SCM in native breeds were 20.0%, 60.0%,
13.4% and 6.6%, respectively and 25.5%, 32.6%, 23.3% and
18.6% respectively at the age group of 3 years to 5 years, 5
years to 8 years, 8 years to 12 years and above 12 years.
Several authors reported an increase in mastitis frequency
with age [12, 13]. The results were in agreement with those
reported by these authors as 5-8 years old cows (15.43%)
were susceptible to subclinical mastitis than those of 2-4 years
(3.71%).
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Parity related prevalence
The prevalence of SCM was recorded as 13.4%, 26.4%,
33.4%, 20.0% and 6.66% in native breeds and 9.3%, 28.0%,
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prevalence of SCM was found highest at third parity in local
and crossbreed cows. The increase in the milk yield as parity
increases make it more prone for SCM. The advancement in
parity increases the incidence of SCM [14, 15].
Lactation stage related prevalence
In all three stages of lactation in both the local cows and cross
breed cows affected with SCM. The prevalence of SCM was
recorded in 53.3%, 33.3% and 13.3% in local breed cows, and
39.53%, 32.5% and 27.9% in cross breed cows during the
early, mid and late stages of lactation, respectively. The
overall prevalence of SCM on the basis of lactation stage in
cows showed that all the three lactation stages had SCM but
there was a tendency to decrease the prevalence of SCM from
early (43.1%) to mid (32.76%) and late stage (24.14%).
It indicates that the prevalence of SCM was found highest at
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